
Work Spaces 



Main Desk Area   

Generally understood as a grouping of workstations, the main desking area offers a setting for numerous people to 
engage harmoniously in individual and collaborative work. 
 
The setting offers a grouping of individual work points and adjustable seating. Variances in spatial division, storage density 
and boundary define the character of the space and help to nurture the diverse types of work that occur there. Further 
ergonomic considerations may include the optimal placement of fixed and adjustable technology. 



Sit Stand Desking    

 
 
Our bodies aren't designed to stay in one position. 
 
We were made to move. But between sitting and sleeping, most workers are sedentary for around 21 hours a day. 
Research shows links between sedentary lifestyles and a higher risk of long term health problems.  



Hotdesks 

A hotdesk area consists of highly approachable work points, that facilitate work for a distinct and discrete period of time 
between other activities. 
 
A hotdesk area may help to connect people from disparate locations or teams who otherwise would not meet. It can be 
configured with comfortable seating at standard desk height or standing-height surfaces. 



Huddle Space  

Huddle spaces are open, welcoming, public spaces situated at major intersections and highly trafficked areas of the work 
environment. 
 
They support a diverse range of experiences and populations. A huddle space encourages mixing and mingling, enables 
multiple work activities simultaneously, helps broadcast information and provides amenities as a point of attraction. 

Converse Concentrate Contemplate 



Meeting Space   

A Meeting Space is designed to support information sharing, whether it’s a single speaker at the head of the room or a 
group of peers conversing among themselves. 
 
For this reason, a Meeting Space requires ideal lines of sight for everyone, including remote participants. Adequate 
perimeter space enables circulation and frees movement in this enclosed setting. 



Study Areas  

A study area is a small shelter where focused work can be done without distraction, or, alternatively, a place to unwind. 
 

It can be an enclosed room, such as a private office, or a semi-sheltered or screened-in space out in the open. Depending 
on its intended use, the setting may offer a work surface and adjustable seating, or take on a more relaxed feel. It may 
also easily accommodate the use of personal technology and other tools. A shared study area must be easily locatable in 
the landscape. 



Collaborative Work Areas  

This area is a compact space within the proximity to individual work points or common areas that enable people to 
assemble and engage with each other for a short period of time. 
 
It may also accommodate participants with provisions for fixed and personal technology. Enough boundary to avoid 
disrupting others is essential, especially with the addition of technology.  



ClickShare  

Wireless Presentation and Collaboration System 
 
ClickShare is a solution for connecting both Windows & Mac operating systems to a presentation facility. It allows ease of 
participation (up to 25) and negates the need for additional cables, it also allows up to 4 participants activity to be 
displayed on screen at any one time. 
 



Evoko  

Room Management System – Touch.Schedule.Meet 
 
The Evoko Room Manager helps to prevent misunderstanding and uncertainty by displaying the booking status clearly 
outside of the meeting room. It has a touch sensitive screen and will show with a background LED illumination whether a 
room is free (green) or occupied (red). Rooms can be booked/cancelled directly on the screen or via Outlook or Google 
calendar via your PC, smartphone or tablet. 
 



Minto  

A New Era in Phone Conferencing 
 
The Minto phone conferencing system will operate smoothly with your mobile phone, tablet or laptop using Bluetooth  or a 
cable. It is perfect for use with Microsoft Lync, Skype and Google hangout. Use it anywhere as it is battery powered and it 
can easily cope with a meeting room for up to 20 people.  
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